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Set No 34

Direction: Given below is a set of statements, not necessarily in the correct order. You are required to identify the correct sequence from the options given below and mark that as your answer.

A. To be sure, the growth even in this key area trails the pace of 9.8% that was reported in April 2018 by a wide margin.

B. Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

C. In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

D. A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

E. Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

F. Industrial activity in the new financial year appears to have started on a healthier note than the trend witnessed in the last quarter of the previous fiscal, the government’s latest quick estimates show.

1. Which among the following will be the THIRD sentence after the re-arrangement?
   A. E  B. F  C. D  D. C  E. A

2. Which among the following will be the SIXTH (LAST) sentence after the re-arrangement?
   A. D  B. C  C. A  D. B  E. F

3. Which among the following will be the SECOND sentence after the re-arrangement?
   A. A  B. B  C. C  D. D  E. E
4. Which among the following will be the FIFTH sentence after the re-arrangement?
A. B  B. C  C. D  D. F  E. A

5. Which among the following will be the FIRST sentence after the re-arrangement?
A. B  B. E  C. F  D. C  E. A

Correct Answers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explanations:

1. If we go through the given context we can see that we are talking about the industrial output scenario of the country and the figures that have been published recently by the government in order to support the said growth. The whole passage is regarding the analysis of the figures published based on various industries and specific sectors.

Now, coming to the statements given, we can only start the paragraph with F since it lays out the premise of the context. It makes sense also since it states that the government estimates have shown that the industrial activity has started on a brighter note in this financial year. The succeeding sentences will further analyze the whole thing. This makes F the first sentence.

Connectors:
F and E:
F: Industrial activity in the new financial year appears to have started on a healthier note than the trend witnessed in the last quarter of the previous fiscal, the government’s latest quick estimates show.

E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

E and C:
E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

C and D:
C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

D and B:
D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

B and A:
B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

A: To be sure, the growth even in this key area trails the pace of 9.8% that was reported in April 2018 by a wide margin.

The correct sequence of sentences would be: FECDBA
This makes Option D the correct choice among the given options.
2. If we go through the given context we can see that we are talking about the industrial output scenario of the country and the figures that have been published recently by the government in order to support the said growth. The whole passage is regarding the analysis of the figures published based on various industries and specific sectors.

Now, coming to the statements given, we can only start the paragraph with F since it lays out the premise of the context. It makes sense also since it states that the government estimates have shown that the industrial activity has started on a brighter note in this financial year. The succeeding sentences will further analyze the whole thing. This makes F the first sentence.

Connectors:
F and E:
F: Industrial activity in the new financial year appears to have started on a healthier note than the trend witnessed in the last quarter of the previous fiscal, the government’s latest quick estimates show.

E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

E and C:
E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

C and D:
C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

D and B:
D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

B and A:
B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

A: To be sure, the growth even in this key area trails the pace of 9.8% that was reported in April 2018 by a wide margin.

The correct sequence of sentences would be: FECDBA
This makes Option C the correct choice among the given options.
If we go through the given context we can see that we are talking about the industrial output scenario of the country and the figures that have been published recently by the government in order to support the said growth. The whole passage is regarding the analysis of the figures published based on various industries and specific sectors.

Now, coming to the statements given, we can only start the paragraph with F since it lays out the premise of the context. It makes sense also since it states that the government estimates have shown that the industrial activity has started on a brighter note in this financial year. The succeeding sentences will further analyze the whole thing. This makes F the first sentence.

Connectors:
F and E:
F: Industrial activity in the new financial year appears to have started on a healthier note than the trend witnessed in the last quarter of the previous fiscal, the government’s latest quick estimates show.

E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

E and C:
E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

C and D:
C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

D and B:
D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

B and A:
B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

A: To be sure, the growth even in this key area trails the pace of 9.8% that was reported in April 2018 by a wide margin.

The correct sequence of sentences would be: FECDBA
This makes Option E the correct choice among the given options.
4. If we go through the given context we can see that we are talking about the industrial output scenario of the country and the figures that have been published recently by the government in order to support the said growth. The whole passage is regarding the analysis of the figures published based on various industries and specific sectors.

Now, coming to the statements given, we can only start the paragraph with F since it lays out the premise of the context. It makes sense also since it states that the government estimates have shown that the industrial activity has started on a brighter note in this financial year. The succeeding sentences will further analyze the whole thing. This makes F the first sentence.

Connectors:
F and E:
F: Industrial activity in the new financial year appears to have started on a healthier note than the trend witnessed in the last quarter of the previous fiscal, the government’s latest quick estimates show.

E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

E and C:
E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

C and D:
C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

D and B:
D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

B and A:
B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

A: To be sure, the growth even in this key area trails the pace of 9.8% that was reported in April 2018 by a wide margin.

The correct sequence of sentences would be: FECDBA
This makes Option A the correct choice among the given options.
5. If we go through the given context we can see that we are talking about the industrial output scenario of the country and the figures that have been published recently by the government in order to support the said growth. The whole passage is regarding the analysis of the figures published based on various industries and specific sectors.

Now, coming to the statements given, we can only start the paragraph with F since it lays out the premise of the context. It makes sense also since it states that the government estimates have shown that the industrial activity has started on a brighter note in this financial year. The succeeding sentences will further analyze the whole thing. This makes F the first sentence.

Connectors:

F and E:
F: Industrial activity in the new financial year appears to have started on a healthier note than the trend witnessed in the last quarter of the previous fiscal, the government’s latest quick estimates show.

E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

E and C:
E: Industrial output rose 3.4% in April, buoyed by a generally broad-based revival that saw electricity, mining and even manufacturing post fast growth.

C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

C and D:
C: In fact, manufacturing output growth, which had decelerated sharply from the pace of 8.2% in October to a revised level of less than 0.1% in March, rebounded to a four-month high of 2.8%.

D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

D and B:
D: A look at the use-based classification reveals that all six segments were in positive territory, with only infrastructure and construction goods marking a slowdown providing cause for some concern.

B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

B and A:
B: Hearteningly, capital goods, a sector that serves as a closely tracked proxy for business spending intentions, posted a 2.5% expansion, snapping three straight months of contraction.

A: To be sure, the growth even in this key area trails the pace of 9.8% that was reported in April 2018 by a wide margin.

The correct sequence of sentences would be: FECDBA
This makes Option C the correct choice among the given options.
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